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Practices in the process industry have shown benefits from functional modeling in particular a methodology
called Multilevel Flow Modeling (MFM) for corrective maintenance by quickly reasoning out the root-cause of
failure and suggesting plausible counteractions to maintain the normal operation. In order to decrease the downtime
and reduce the costs, condition-based maintenance (CBM) has also been advocated. With the robust capability of
knowledge representation and automated reasoning for complex process systems, MFM has the potential for CBM
by representing relevant functions and processing data from condition monitoring, but may need a revolutionary
methodology extension from the process level to the perspective of mechanical equipment. This paper goes over the
key CBM steps and prevailing CBM approaches, from which the possible opportunities and challenges of applying
MFM as the unified knowledge base for CBM are defined. The authors aim to develop a computerized maintenance
management system, which will interact with the existing MFM-based reasoning platforms to provide operators an
integrative decision support for operation and maintenance.

Keywords: Decision Support System, Condition-based Maintenance, Functional Modeling, Multilevel Flow Model-
ing, Condition Monitoring, Computerized Maintenance Management System.

1. Introduction
Effective maintenance plays a critical role to en-
sure safety and productivity. In recent years, there
has been a strategic change from the restora-
tive action or time-based preventive approach
to the one relying on the condition monitoring,
as referred to the condition-based maintenance
(CBM). CBM can help to reach a maintenance
decision, such as repair or replacement by di-
agnosing incipient failures and predicting future
performances, so that the maintenance action will
take place only when there is sufficient precur-
sors of failure at the same time not to increase
the risk of downtime. Since CBM depends on a
relatively accurate grasp of the actual equipment
health status, it can provide more economic and
timely maintenance decision support (Peng et al.,
2010; Sun et al., 2012). Despite the advanced sen-
sors and computer technologies have improved the
monitoring capability, the increased information
also increases the difficulty for decision-making,
hence requires an optimal reasoning system used
for diagnostic and prognostic in the maintenance
decision support (Garga et al., 2001).

Besides maintenance of individual equipment,
it has been increasingly emphasized the coordina-

tion between operation and maintenance to ensure
the overall plant efficiency (Ahuja and Khamba,
2008), which may therefore need an integrative
decision support (Zio, 2012). However, operation
and maintenance are commonly carried out sep-
arately since they require different types of do-
main knowledge and input data. In recent years,
practices in the process industry have shown ben-
efits from the functional modeling in particular
a methodology called Multilevel Flow Modeling
(MFM) (Lind, 1994) for the operation support.
With the robust capability of knowledge represen-
tation and automated reasoning, MFM has been
applied to derive various implications useful to
the operation decision, such as root-cause iden-
tification (Larsson and Debor, 2007), mitigation
planning (Song et al., 2020), and alarm analysis
(Dahlstrand, 1998). However, such knowledge-
based reasoning systems are mostly designed at
the decision level of macroscopic plant/process,
which cannot capture complexity inside the sys-
tem, hence is hardly used for maintenance (Garga
et al., 2001). As a fundamental modeling method
for abstract hierarchy of complex systems, MFM
is potential to extend its representation capabil-
ity to describe functions in lower levels such as
equipment/machinery, which can be regarded as
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explicit knowledge for the maintenance decision.
The automated reasoning for diagnostic and prog-
nostic in these levels may further be enabled by
incorporating with the condition monitoring data
and inference rules. In addition, as the unified
knowledge base representing systems in different
levels of abstraction, the reasoning with MFM can
also be hierarchical. For example, failure at the
mechanical level can be identified from influences
that are propagated to the plant level. Meanwhile,
maintenance actions such as to replace the equip-
ment identified with incipient failure may result
in damages on the other components and the over-
all plant performance, which can also be known
by the cross-hierarchy inference. Therefore, it is
expected to apply MFM for deriving insights on
maintenance decision in the context of current
operation.

In the following, upon a brief introduction to
functional modeling, specifically the MFM, this
paper will go over the main steps in a typical CBM
program and review the dominant approaches for
CBM, from which the possible opportunities and
challenges facing MFM to be applied in CBM will
be identified.

2. Functional Modeling
Functional modeling stems from the intention for
coping with complexity (Rasmussen, 1985). Tech-
nically, any artificial system can be decomposed
along two dimensions: one is the part-whole ag-
gregation, by which system can be understood as
interactions between physical components; while
the uniqueness of functional modeling lies in an-
other, namely the means-end decomposition, by
which the system can also be represented in hi-
erarchical levels of functional abstraction. Lind
(1994) concertized the concept as Multilevel Flow
Modeling (MFM), which includes a set of graph-
ical symbols that can be used to describe flow
functions and their interrelations specially in the
process plant.

The decomposition in part-whole and means-
end is important not only because it provides a so-
lution to deal with system complexity. Moreover,
it essentially explains more comprehensive causal
relations within a system, which can then enable
a more accurate causal reasoning. Zhang et al.
(2013) has implemented the reasoning method
by developing series of system-independent infer-
ence rules between qualitative states of specific
functions in MFM, which have been applied in
various applications of diagnostics and prognos-
tics. For instance, Fig. 1 shows an MFM model
including three flow structures in different levels
of abstraction, functions in which can correspond
to process parameter of liquid level, flow rate, and
temperature, respectively. The reasoning by using
rules in different pairs of functions explains the
possible influence propagation routes, which can

help figure out the cause-consequence relations
between observations.
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Fig. 1. MFM causal reasoning, from which the cause-
consequence relations between trends of three process
parameters are identified. (H: high state, L: low state)

3. Condition-based Maintenance (CBM)

3.1. Main Steps
As shown in Fig. 2, the key steps of CBM include
data acquisition and processing, diagnostics, prog-
nostics, and decision reasoning, each of which has
its own objective that is desired to contribute to
the final maintenance decision (Voisin et al., 2010;
Sun et al., 2012; Bousdekis et al., 2015).

• Data acquisition is a process relying on the
sensors to measure changes of system’s oper-
ational or performance parameters. Instead of
reacting to an obvious anomaly, it emphasizes
to actively select appropriate sensors, whose
measurements may link to specific impending
failures. Prior-knowledge about system’s fail-
ure mechanisms will support the sensor selec-
tion and localization. Meanwhile, data process-
ing is necessary to extract and transform useful
features from data.

• Diagnostics and the subsequent prognostics are
the most critical processes in CBM. Diagnostics
is to use the condition monitoring data (some-
times combine with the historical data) to assess
the current health state of equipment, to detect
the potential failure, and identify the root-cause.
The type of available domain knowledge and
data will determine what kind of diagnostics
model, for example whether it is quantitative or
qualitative, and statistical or non-statistical, can
be developed (Venkatasubramanian, 2005).

• Prognostics is based on the results from diag-
nostics to predict system’s future state, which
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includes investigation of degradation evolu-
tion and trends, estimation of the remaining
useful life (RUL) and probability distribution.
Prognostics can be used to predict where and
when functional failures will ultimately happen,
therefore provides useful insights for equip-
ment maintenance (Peng et al., 2010; Sun et al.,
2012).

• The final step is to make decisions about main-
tenance policy or actions by using outputs from
the prognostics. In order to conclude with an
economical maintenance strategy, cost benefit
analysis (CBA) may need to be conducted. The
final decision is expected not only to improve
the safety but also to extend the use of existing
equipment.

Data Acquisition

Diagnostics

Prognostics

Decision Reasoning
 Maintenance policy

 Maintenance actions

 Cost benefit

CBM Steps Decision Goals

 Health condition

 Fault detection

 Root-cause evaluation

 Degradation prediction

 Remaining useful life

 Probability distribution

 Sensor selection

 Sensor localization

 Preprocessed data

Fig. 2. Steps and decision goals for CBM

3.2. Method Review
Methods for CBM are mainly distinguished ac-
cording to the availability of data and domain
knowledge. They can be classified into PoF-based,
knowledge-based, data-driven, and the one com-
bining two or more above approaches. (Venkata-
subramanian, 2005; Peng et al., 2010; Sun et al.,
2012)

• PoF-based methods, are quantitative model-
based solutions that integrate sensor data and
mathematical models built by using knowledge
of failure mechanism and life cycle loads. The
residuals between the actual measurements and
the expected behavior generated from models
are usually used as the features to reflect po-
tential failures. However, for complex systems,
there is always lack of sufficient knowledge to
construct PoF models. (Pecht and Gu, 2009)

• Knowledge-based methods, are used when pre-
cise mathematical models are hard to be ob-

tained. Certain rules can be extracted from his-
torical operational data, which are useful to
develop expert systems. However, expert sys-
tems are not applicable in the new situations.
An alternative is to combine available physical
knowledge, such as fundamental understand-
ing of process to establish general qualitative
representations and develop model-based rea-
soning systems. Typical modeling methods in-
clude causal model and abstraction hierarchy.
(Venkatasubramanian, 2005; Peng et al., 2010)

• Data-driven methods, are classified into statis-
tical approaches and artificial intelligence (AI)
approaches using learning techniques, which
are mainly used to process existing historical
data. Statistical methods include several state
space models, such as Bayesian network (BN)
(Dong and Yang, 2008) and hidden Markov
model (HMM) (Bunks et al., 2000) to predict
failures. While most of AI-based prognosis ap-
proaches employ the artificial neural network
(ANN) to predict system degradation and RUL
(Zhang and Ganesan, 1997).

• Fusion methods, it is usual to combine methods
to provide more precise results. For example of
an combination of ANN and rule extraction for
fault classification and prognosis (Brotherton
et al., 2000), and an approach integrating PoF
model and data-driven method for RUL estima-
tion (Kumar et al., 2008).

4. Opportunities in Functional Modeling
As aforementioned, MFM combines the advan-
tages from two qualitative methods, i.e. abstrac-
tion hierarchy and causal model, which make it
as competitive knowledge base for model-based
diagnosis and prognosis reasoning. Existing in-
dustrial applications have shown successes in
fault diagnosis and isolation in the process-level.
For instance, the rule-based system using MFM
(Thunem, 2018) can help quickly locate the failed
equipment that causes an anomaly according to
the monitored process parameters. This rapid
identification of root-cause essentially enhances
the efficiency of corrective maintenance because
the corresponding replacement or repair can be
timely employed with the diagnosis information.
In the emergency situations, however, there may
be insufficient time and resources for conduct-
ing maintenance activities even the root-cause has
been identified, which is why it emphasizes more
on the alternative planning than corrective main-
tenance in the accident management (Song and
Gofuku, 2018). Hence, implementing the CBM
to provide advance warnings before failure will
occur in-service is critical for the safety purpose.

The opportunities of the MFM-based functional
modeling lie in its potentials of making inferences
among condition monitoring data, which never-
theless requires to extend the reasoning ability
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Fig. 3. Extending the ability of MFM for identifying root-cause from abstraction level of process to machinery.

along the functional hierarchy. Fig. 3 shows that
any complex system can be structured in several
levels of abstraction. From top to bottom it tells
how demands are elaborated with loads while
the opposite direction can explain the mechanism
from failures to effects. Due to the concern for
operation support, existing MFM-based reasoning
systems are mainly applied at the decision level of
process, which can help quickly identify the root-
cause of plant anomaly as functional failure of
system. However, there might have been potential
failures in lower levels such as component and
material before it actually fails. The distinct be-
tween different types of failures can be explained
by a P-F curve, which roughly describes the con-
dition of equipment degrades over time (Veldman
et al., 2011). The P point represents the potential
failure that indicates the starting of failing, while
the F point is functional failure, which will lead to
an anomaly manifested in the plant performance.
The purpose of CBM reasoning is to have clear
knowledge about precursors of P and to predict
the remaining useful life to F, so that the mainte-
nance action would not be too late to result in in-
service failure. As shown in Fig. 3, this requires
an extension of reasoning capability from the pro-
cess level to that of machinery. As a fundamental
modeling approach for abstract hierarchy, MFM
is potential to expand its representation capability
to describe intricate functions inside the equip-
ment and their interrelations with those reflected
in the process level. Incorporating with relevant
monitoring data, the extended model may enable
a similar rule-based inference to identify potential
mechanical failures and future influences. In the
following, possible challenges that may face the
functional modeling to be employed in CBM will
be discussed.

5. Challenges Facing Functional
Modeling

Although the functional modeling principle is
impressive for a knowledge-based diagnosis or
prognosis approach, the application of MFM to
the maintenance issue is still far from mature.
This section will discuss several challenges facing
functional modeling to implement CBM.

5.1. Representing Machinery
In order to extend the reasoning capability into
the machinery level, MFM should be at first used
to describe functions within mechanical compo-
nents. Wu et al. (2020) has provided an attempt to
model the functions of equipment’s machinery be-
hind the view of process the equipment is involved
in, so that the function model can correspond to
sensor data related to possible condition degra-
dation. For instance, Fig. 4 shows the physical
structure of a pump and the corresponded function
model. The purpose of pump in process industry
is usually to deliver fluid at a certain flow rate. To
achieve this desired behavior, several components
are set up to ensure normal operation and func-
tional stability. Variable Frequency Drive (VFD)
is used to control the motor speed by varying
input frequency. The subsequent gearbox makes
the pump operate in a speed that is different from
the motor. Two bearings are installed to guide the
shaft movement. Both gearbox and bearings are
lubricated with grease in order to reduce friction
loss.

In supporting operation, it is enough to repre-
sent pump as a transport function (in mfs2), which
can be interacted with functions from upstream
and downstream. Following the same principle
of functional modeling, functions of mechanical
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Fig. 4. Functional modeling of mechanical compo-
nents besides representation of process functions.

components can further be elaborated, which can
be incorporated with existing process functions
through means-end relation. The structure efs1
represents the energy conversion from electrical
power to motor’s kinetic energy, which will be
transmitted to shaft (efs4). The movement of shaft
leads to various energy use and waste, including
driving the pumping to generate fluid flow. The
friction between moving elements and stationary
parts can result in generation of heat (efs2) and vi-
bration (efs3), which can respectively correspond
to the condition monitoring of temperature and
acceleration. While the lubrication (mfs1) may
contribute to eliminating these two threats of en-
ergy accumulation (storage) by transferring the
energy to somewhere else. Different flow struc-
tures (efs or mfs) are interconnected by providing
means and ends between each other. With above
representation extension, the function model can
not only carry the monitoring data in the process
level, such as flow rate, but also those related to
the mechanical failure, e.g. vibration.

Besides the mechanical components, represen-
tation extension for functional modeling is also re-
quired to describe the possible failure mechanism.
Although some functions as in Fig. 4 can corre-
spond to failure-related sensor data, the trends of
which may link to potential system degradation,
there is no functions that can directly represent
possible failure modes and their relationships with
those sensor data. In reality, it is always difficult to
acquire such knowledge about failure mechanism,
as can be seen in the PoF-based methods (Peng
et al., 2010). The challenge facing functional mod-
eling is how the relations including causal and

means-end between functions of degradation and
sensor data indicating the health state can be es-
tablished with existing modeling semantics. New
symbols may need to be developed. Additionally,
in mechanical system some condition can be evi-
dence of many possible failures. For example, vi-
bration can link to either crack or excessive wear.
Therefore, another challenge is how functional
modeling can represent the intricate relationships
inside mechanical components and integrate mul-
tiple condition indicators and failure modes into
one function model. Proper failure modes, mech-
anisms and effects analysis (FMMEA) with his-
torical sensor data, maintenance records, and test
results (Pecht and Gu, 2009) may support the
knowledge representation.

5.2. Interfacing with Monitoring Data
and Developing Reasoning Rule Base

Diagnostics or prognostics with functional mod-
eling is an artificial intelligence solution combin-
ing model-based reasoning with explicit domain
knowledge and expert system using rules (David
and Krivine, 1987). In MFM, reasoning rules are
expressed as cause-consequence dependencies be-
tween qualitative function states in specific mod-
eling patterns (Zhang et al., 2013). For instance of
the storage-influencer-transport pattern, the fol-
lowing reasoning rules in the IF-THEN format
exist,

IF s t o r a g e =High , THEN t r a n s p o r t =High .
IF s t o r a g e =Low , THEN t r a n s p o r t =Low .
IF t r a n s p o r t =High , THEN s t o r a g e =Low .
IF t r a n s p o r t =Low , THEN s t o r a g e =High .

Causal reasoning rules in MFM are developed
according to first-principle and other intrinsic sys-
tem features, hence are usually independent to any
specific case. Note that the outcome of executing
a rule may be used to test conditions of the other
rules, from which another consequence is resulted.
In the context of MFM, rules can be iteratively
used between different pairs of functions so that
an influence propagation route can be identified.
An anomaly monitored by sensor can trigger an
automated reasoning process to generate a path
showing how influences are propagated in the
model, which is useful not only for identifying
possible root-cause of observed precursors but
also predicting future effects from current condi-
tions.

With the extended model being able to describe
functions involved in mechanical components and
failure mechanisms, corresponding inference rule
bases should be accordingly developed to promote
a similar rule-based reasoning in that level of
abstraction. As shown in Fig. 5, in the machin-
ery level, rules need to be established between
functions related to the condition degradation and
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those of health indicators, which can be used for
diagnosing potential failures. For instance, we can
expect a qualitative reasoning through a function
chain to identify that the abnormal vibration might
result from the cracked shafted. It should be em-
phasized that MFM is not able to process monitor-
ing data, but use known trends as triggers for di-
agnosis or prognosis reasoning. Hence, challenges
facing the other methods for extracting features re-
lated to the degradation condition from normal to
abnormal (Caesarendra and Tjahjowidodo, 2017)
are also true in the MFM-based approach. Con-
sidering some sensors may link to multiple failure
modes, challenges may also come from reasoning
with multiple evidences. Each reasoning process
started from a single sensor should be combined
and analyzed to conclude with the actual failure
mechanism. As shown in Fig. 5, moreover, the
extended function model should also be used to
support the hierarchical reasoning (Garga et al.,
2001), for which the rules between functions in
the level of process and machinery should be
identified. This reasoning capability will be useful
to identify the relationship between anomaly of
plant performance and impending failure and its
symptoms.

Condition 
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Fig. 5. Developing reasoning rule bases for diagnos-
tics and prognostics.

5.3. Integrative Decision Support for
Operation and Maintenance

As the unified knowledge base for representing
system’s multiple levels of abstraction, MFM can
be used for a cross-hierarchy inference, which is
expected to satisfy requirements from operation
to maintenance and verse vice. Fig. 6 provides a
demonstration of the prospective integrative deci-
sion support by MFM. The process is extracted
from an oil and gas plant. The original product
is cooled in a heat exchanger and subsequently
transmitted into a tank, from where fluid and gas
product are separated into different pipelines. The

MFM model in process level can be constructed
in accordance with the mass and energy flows.
The arrows across flow structures explain possible
means-end relations between flows. In the exam-
ple process, it is assumed that three equipments,
i.e. heat exchanger, pump, and compressor may
be required for maintenance during the operation.
In terms of MFM, for these maintenance-required
equipments, the desired behavior (e.g. compress-
ing) that corresponds to the functional failure can
be elaborated with functions in machinery level.
As shown in Fig. 6(b), the MFM-based function
model may be used in the following decision sup-
port for operation and maintenance.

• By using established rules within pairs of func-
tions in process level, MFM can be applied to
identify the root-cause of plant anomaly during
the operation as equipment’s functional failure
or anomaly from observed changes in process
parameters.

• With extended representation and reasoning ca-
pability in machinery level, functional anomaly
can be further diagnosed that it is caused by
potential mechanical failure, which will help to
make decision in maintenance.

• The consequence reasoning supported by MFM
can be used to predict how the potential failure
may propagate the influence that ultimately re-
sults in functional failure, which can also pro-
vide insights for maintenance.

• The MFM-based reasoning can also be used
predict how the maintenance activity may affect
functions in higher process level. Since to fix or
replace specific equipment may cause damages
in other equipments and further the overall plant
performance, MFM can provide proactive in-
sights on maintenance in the context of current
operation.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper investigates opportunities of functional
modeling i.e. MFM in the condition-based main-
tenance (CBM). The potentials lie in its ability of
automated diagnostic or prognostic reasoning, but
require an extension of knowledge representation
in the first place. Besides modeling functions in
the abstraction level of process, the basic mod-
eling principles of MFM should also be used to
describe functions involved in mechanical com-
ponents and their failure mechanism. The cause-
consequence inference rules need to be estab-
lished within the newly defined function patterns,
for reasoning about possible system degradation
and future influences according to the monitoring
data. By addressing the presented opportunities
and challenges of applying MFM as the unified
knowledge base for representing system’s multi-
ple levels of abstraction, the authors aim to de-
velop a computerized maintenance management

menso
Highlight

menso
Highlight
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system, which will interact with the existing in-
ference tools to provide operators an integrative
decision support for operation and maintenance.
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